OUR TROPHY OF THE YEAR
OUR TROPHY FOR YEAR 2013

Hunting area Cherni Lom repeated again its 1-st place from last year and gave the best trophies of red deer and wild boar for this hunting season. Our client Madsen from Denmark bagged the biggest red deer for 2013 with nearly 12 kg and 231 CIC points.

Congratulations!
OUR TROPHY FOR YEAR 2011

Keeping up with the tradition, we consider as advantage in our choice for 2011 the age of the trophy. In January our Spanish client since many years, Pablo, had very good luck shooting an amazing Chamois buck which trophy was estimated with almost 103 points CIC. Although the Chamois, hunted in the area KORMISOH, impresses not only with its points, but even more with the age of the animal – 14 years old, something very rare in these days.

Congratulations Pablo and good luck!

OUR TROPHY FOR YEAR 2012

This year the award for best trophy goes again to the hunting area “CHERNI LOM”. The German hunter Carsten bagged a red stag with the amazing trophy 13,750 kg and almost 252 CIC points. The beams are very massive, with 33 cm burr circuit and the mass is very evenly spread along the beams.

Congratulationes Carsten!
OUR TROPHY FOR YEAR 2010

At the beginning of October our client from Spain, Javier, shot an exceptional deer. At first sight, it is not at all special, as every year we hunt much bigger deers and with more points. Nevertheless, this precious animal had more than 16 years. The age could not be specified with accuracy. The trophy was shot in VITNIA.

Congratutations, Javier!

OUR TROPHY FOR YEAR 2009

The trophy of year 2009 is again a wild boar. CIC 139 and 23,9 cm. The weight of the boar is a new record - 194 kg netto. The hunting area is VITNIA. This big tusker saves the day by a driven hunt in the last day of October.

Congratulations!
OUR TROPHY FOR YEAR 2008

The trophy of year 2008 is a wild boar with CIC 156 and 28.1 cm. The weight of the boar is also remarkable - 180 kg netto. The hunting area is VITOSHKO.

Congratulations!

OUR TROPHY FOR YEAR 2007

The trophy of year 2007 is this red stag with CIC 251 and 14.27 kg, shot by a German hunter in the hunting area CHERNI LOM. This area is absolutely “free range”.

Congratulations!
OUR TROPHY FOR YEAR 2006

The trophy of year 2006 are actually 3 wild boars (21 cm, 22 cm and 23 cm length), shot during the second driven in VITINIA hunting area. It’s remarkable, congratulations!

OUR TROPHY FOR YEAR 2005

The trophy of year 2005 is a gold medal awarded red stag and was shot in ETROPOLE hunting ground. This extraordinary trophy weights more than 14 kg.

Congratulations!
OUR TROPHY FOR YEAR 2004

The trophy of year 2004 is a gold medal awarded for a red stag and was shot in CHERNI LOM hunting ground. This extraordinary trophy weighs 13 kg and has 243 CIC.

Congratulations!

OUR TROPHY FOR YEAR 2003

The trophy of year 2003 is a gold medal awarded for a fallow deer and was shot in VODEN hunting ground. This extraordinary trophy weighs 5.5 kg.

Congratulations!
OUR TROPHY FOR YEAR 2002

The trophy of year 2002 is a gold medal awarded mouflon and was shot in ARAMLIEC hunting ground. The length of this trophy is 89.7 cm and has 214 points CIC.

Congratulations!

OUR TROPHY FOR YEAR 2001

This trophy is a hunter’s dream, which has come true in PALAMARA. Our trophy for year 2001 weighs 13.2 kg and has 237.3 points CIC. Gold medal!

Congratulations!